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Abstract 
The paper contrasts the “media moralization” (Dietrich Kerlen) of future teachers with the 
anthropologically fundamental media orientation of humans as animal symbolicum (Ernst Cassirer).  
Because of this inescapable need for media, media competence is an essential competence for 
coping with the life of man as a creature written in the media. The mediation of media competence is, 
therefore, an ethically plausible demand, also concerning the responsibility of the audience and user, 
which has often been underestimated. Subsequently, the presentation reminds us of a theory of the 
change of generational relations (Margret Mead) in modern societies and currently demonstrates this 
in the increasing acceleration of social and media change (Friedrich Krotz) through digitalization. 
Educators in general and school teachers in particular therefore have an individual responsibility as 
mediators of media competence. This responsibility makes it necessary to provide ethically informed 
media education. Philosophical (media) ethics must systematically develop the normative core of such 
media education. Today, media education is therefore inconceivable without a professional area of 
ethics in addition to technical and didactic skills. For only rational ethics can develop the individual 
attitudes/skills of teachers argumentatively in the direction of openness towards digital technologies.  

Keywords: media pedagogy, media education, media competence, teachers education, media ethics, 
mediatization.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
Teachers' willingness to use digital media in class is highly dependent on teachers' attitudes towards 
digital media. Long and successful non-digital teaching practices also have a negative impact on 
digital media use (cf. [1]). It, therefore, makes sense to intensify digital media use already in teacher 
training in order to have positive experiences with digital media in class at an early stage. However, an 
overview of international research among teacher training students reveals a great ambivalence: they 
are very active and technically competent in dealing with digital media. At the same time, about half of 
the teaching profession students have "negative beliefs and considered ICT as a distraction during 
their teaching practice" [2p32]. In other words, media literacy as a learning task for the students is 
subject to the reservation of teachers to impart this media literacy.  

Thus, from an international perspective, there is still a widespread criticism in teacher training of media 
use in general and of the (mostly digital) media practices of the younger generation. Dietrich Kerlen [3] 
has described this as "media moralization" for the German-speaking world. Moreover, the comparative 
studies by Margaret Mead [4] on the generation conflict in the USA in the 1970s show that we are 
experiencing a fundamental change in the dominance of generations in modern societies. The past 
orientation of earlier societies (Mead calls them "postfigurative cultures"), which have oriented the next 
generation towards their own habitus, is today opposed by a future-oriented society (Mead speaks of 
"prefigurative culture"), in which the older generation adapts to the preferences of the younger 
generations, above all in the media and communicative field. 

The great importance of the attitudes and convictions of the teaching staff makes it clear that a change 
in this situation is not a question of digital literacy, i.e., a more technical competence-oriented training 
of future teachers. Instead, it is a question of general media competence, which includes not only 
technical and creative aspects but also the ability to deal with media criticism. [5] The 
professionalization of prospective teachers, therefore, requires a normative orientation conveyed by 
arguments [6]. Thus technical skills, pedagogical/didactical skills, and individual attitudes/beliefs must 
be supported by ethics (cf. the PEAT model by McGarr and McDonagh [2]) that enable teachers to 
identify problem areas of digital media use and judge them argumentatively. 
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2 ON THE NEED FOR ETHICALLY INFORMED MEDIA EDUCATION 
However, this demand is not self-evident. How can one argue plausibly that media education is not 
only a possible but also a necessary field of competence for teachers in the school sector? Only this 
crucial moment not only justifies but forces the participation of philosophy, especially media ethics, as 
a discipline in teacher training.  

But the common understanding of media education makes this conclusion less plausible. For 
example, the curricula of the German states [7] are based on a rather narrow concept of media. The 
main focus is on technical modes of use, which alone suggest technical competence. However, a 
broad concept of media also encompasses the content level and the institutional framework of the 
media. [8] In addition to the technical conditions of use, questions of the quality of media offerings, the 
responsibility of the recipients themselves, but also the question of normative or ideological 
preconditions of media offerings and, of course, the question of the economic conditions of media 
production, distribution and reception must be addressed in class.  

However, all these questions usually do not come into focus at all in school lessons. The main ethical 
business in media literacy is, therefore, media criticism, which, in order to shed light on such aspects, 
must be based on values, norm beliefs, ethical principles, i.e., standards of criticism. However, these 
normative criteria of media criticism often remain undifferentiated – the criteria according to which 
these evaluations and judgments could take place, i.e., what standards of judgment and evaluation 
could be, remain unnamed.  

Here philosophical ethics, especially media ethics, is in demand in several ways. With a view to the 
media-related field of action of future teachers, philosophical ethics sees itself as the normative 
foundation of all media education. 

3 SYSTEMATIC CONTRIBUTION OF (MEDIA) ETHICS TO MEDIA EDUCATION 
In order to answer questions on the implementation and conceptual design of media education in the 
sense of this philosophical ethical claim, it must first be clarified how media education would be 
understood from a philosophical perspective. If one follows the understanding of education in a broad 
sense as person education (e.g., with Kant or Wilhelm von Humboldt, cf. [9]), the target dimension of 
the educational process is a mature person who is capable of autonomous thinking and acting. 
Education always includes an active and critical examination of values. Media competence thus 
becomes a concept that goes beyond media skepticism. It is precisely because the media have long 
since ceased to be just a moment in the life of children and young people, but because this world itself 
is basically written in the media (and currently in digital form) that the competent handling of the media 
cannot be separated from a normative view. Of course, the ability to criticize in the social and 
pedagogical context plays a unique role.  

These considerations are essential for a systematic contribution of philosophy/ethics in general and 
media ethics in particular to a concept of media education for teachers. The starting point is the 
observation that the media are used in the classroom on a one-sided basis, above all thematically or 
methodically (cf. [10]). Thematically, the media are introduced, e.g. as a format (e.g. "newspaper") or 
as a manipulation instrument (e.g., "opinion making"). In terms of methodology, media are teaching 
instruments which can be used in the classroom to impart knowledge. Conceptually, on the other 
hand, media in class must be understood beyond a thematic and methodical understanding as an 
integrative component of human world perception (cf. 4.1 of this paper). Therefore, the sovereign, 
independent and responsible use of the media must be a fundamental requirement of education.  

If one represents this position, then it is evident that the normative discipline of "philosophical media 
ethics" must be added to the media education competence of teachers (and thus also of all other 
pedagogical professionals). This is because it explicitly sees itself as a fundamental discipline of 
educational processes in which media orientation knowledge is imparted, which is necessary in order 
to develop an independent competence of judgment concerning media action. Such pedagogical, 
especially teaching support of value judgment competence is not to be misunderstood in the old sense 
as value mediation. If media in class or other pedagogical settings (also) serve to develop a critical 
capacity for reflection and a value judgmental competence in argumentation, then it is crucial not only 
to grasp and understand media offerings in their significance as world mediators, but also to be able to 
assess them with regard to their content, functions and modes of action. 
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However, this participation could easily be questioned, if one takes the view that media are somewhat 
coincidentally an educational topic, only the current dominance of the media, especially the digital 
media, puts them in the pedagogical foreground. The article, therefore, argues that media is not an 
accidental topic, but an anthropologically and historically important philosophical topic, which requires 
a philosophically and ethically informed media education. 

4 MEDIA AS A PHILOSOPHICAL-PEDAGOGICAL TOPIC 
Two perspectives will be discussed in the following: an anthropological perspective, which shows 
media anthropology as the basis of media ethics, and a competence perspective, which plausibilizes 
the mediation of media competence as an ethical demand. 

4.1 Media anthropological perspective 
The question of what makes human beings human is at least as old as Western philosophy. The 
answers to these questions are no less compelling. However, these answers are all time-bound and 
therefore never completed. This also applies, of course, in times when the media are supposedly an 
epochal novelty. This results in devotion to the human being as the being who has media contact, in 
two ways. On the one hand, human being is currently being redefined, namely concerning digital 
mediality; at the same time, however, an aspect is being taken up that goes beyond digital mediality, 
namely the handling of the media as a general definition of human perception of the world. 

Thus we have a complex anthropological train of thought that adheres to an aspect that is valid 
beyond history, namely the fundamental mediality [11] of humans and thus their necessarily 
hermeneutic basic structure. Humans understand themselves historically again and again anew. I.e., 
his anthropology is a hermeneutic one. We can, therefore, characterize the media anthropological 
perspective as a fundamental historical relativization and at the same time as hermeneutic 
safeguarding of the self-understanding of humankind. The change in human self-image is structurally 
unavoidable, but the media performance of self-interpretation is a fundamental human disposition. 
Developing and training this facility is therefore not a nice to have, not a contingent, somewhat 
politically random possibility, but a fundamental, serious and inalienable task. Above all, the 
mediatization theory by Friedrich Krotz [12, 13] makes it plausible how the fundamental human 
mediality is historically realized in the specific medial technology of an epoch and thus shapes social 
change. Media and media literacy are therefore not only possible subjects to be taught, but they are 
not negligible teaching principles. Educators in general and school teachers in particular therefore 
have a particular responsibility as mediators of media competence. [14] 

4.2 Media literacy as an ethical requirement 
In this context, it is important to refer primarily to theories of media literacy. In the following, the media 
competence concept of Dieter Baacke will be taken up. Dieter Baacke, a German media educator, 
presented a concept of media competence in the 1990s that differed from previous considerations in 
that it went further than just naming technical skills. The standard description of his concept dates from 
1996, in which he highlights the four fundamental moments of media competence: "media-criticism, 
media-knowledge, media-use, media-creation" [5p120, own translation] and defines media 
competence as "the ability to use all kinds of media for people's repertoire of communication and 
action in an active, the world appropriating way" [5p119, own translation]. It would be a 
misunderstanding to interpret this definition as functional alone and not as a normative requirement. 
What Baacke here calls "in an active, the world appropriating way" means nothing other than the 
reality that is only present in the media. Media competence is the full realization of being human as an 
animal symbolicum [15].  

It is an interesting fact that Baacke's concept is often not understood pedagogically in ethical 
categories at all. It is understood as a cognitive and practical concept that would ultimately be based 
on functional knowledge and skills if one wanted to deal with media. However, there is no option not to 
deal with the media. As we have seen from a media anthropological perspective, humans handling of 
the media is not accidental. The handling of the media is based on an anthropological assumption, 
namely the medial interpretation of the world and the self of humankind.  

This results in an attitude of educators, media educators and media pedagogues that is categorical: 
the attitude not to convey "media-criticism, media-knowledge, media-use, media-creation" with an 
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instrumental intention, but in view of the fundamental need for media as the only form of 
communicative self-assurance, environmental assurance in the world around us and in things. 

Media ethics becomes a didactic principle here at the latest: the knowledge and skills of the respective 
media habitus are countered by a will that enables the future media actors to competently realize their 
media claims through the process of media education and media education that empowers them to 
value judgment. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Media ethics and media education pull in the figurative sense "in the same direction." Media ethics 
focuses on media action, normatively in the sense of cognitive competence in argumentation and 
evaluation as well as in the sense of normative orientation knowledge for concrete media action. 
Media education in the broadest sense should make media actors competent in dealing with the 
media. Today, both must be integrated into teaching and extracurricular pedagogical contexts. "Media 
competence mediation competence" is both a media education issue and a media ethics issue.  

"Media pedagogy" goes beyond an "only" institutionalized individual science. As reflected, theory-
based and professionalized practice of teaching media competence, it is also present and necessary 
in other educational contexts and school subjects. Therefore, media pedagogy must acquire not only 
the knowledge and skills but also the attitudes that are necessary in the active confrontation with these 
contents (cf. [16]) in order to professionally carry out media-sensitive and media competence-
promoting educational work in all school subjects and all other educational settings. These “attitudes” 
[1p86], which are currently not only discussed in schools as teachers' beliefs (cf. [17, 18], but are 
identified as decisive factors in media-sensitive teaching, are necessarily informed by media ethics if 
they want to be more than convictions, but professionally plausibilized action orientation (cf. [14]. 
Because, as Margaret Mead [4p1] wrote: "We are now entering a period, new in history, in which the 
young are taking on new authority in their prefigurative apprehension of the still unknown future." As 
much as this future will be unknown, it will be a future shaped by media and digitality. Only ethically 
informed media pedagogy will be able to ensure that this digitalized future will be an ethically justified, 
democratic and participatory [19] future. 
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